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Leadership in HR Excellence 

The prestigious CII Award is given to top organizations deemed 
to be world class benchmarks in human resource management. 
It has been considered an exemplary platform to recognize 
organizations that put people first, deliver future focused 
excellence in the field of People Management and understand 
the importance of human capital as a key contributor to business 
outcomes. The award is also founded on the philosophy to 
recognize organizations who have excelled in empowering HR to 
become a key strategic function.

In an assessment conducted by a panel of CII nominated assessors, 
TSLPL secured a 600+ score and secured the prestigious ‘Prize for 
Leadership in HR Excellence’ position. The CII HR Excellence Award, 
apart from being a forum for recognizing best practices in HR, also 
provides a tool for self-assessment by measuring the current status 
and identifying the gaps and catalysing far reaching solutions for 
moving ahead in the HR excellence journey.

In a virtual ceremony organized by CII, TSLPL was recognized for 
its commendable approach through a variety of path breaking 
interventions involving people development, employee engagement 
& wellbeing, cutting across the workforce through carefully crafted 
systems & processes, with senior leadership involvement. The award 
also validates the pioneering and innovative people management 
practices that have accelerated TSLPL’s success march over the past 
two years, besides its noteworthy practices on societal care. 
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TSLPL joined the entire Tata Group in honoring the Founder on 3rd March, his 183rd Birth 
Anniversary. The day started with a floral tribute to the Founder by Mr. Ashish Anupam, the 
Managing Director along with representatives of Tata Steel and Group Companies at the Tata 
Steel plant in Jamshedpur. Also present during the occasion were Mr.  Mukesh Agarwal, Chief 
People Officer,  Mr. Vilas Gaikwad, Sr.  GM (SHE & Sustainability), Mr. RV Ganga Raj,  
Sr. GM (Engg & Projects), Mr. CM Verma, GM (Steel & Mills) and other employees who also 
joined to pay homage to the visionary. The eventful day was proudly celebrated across all 
TSLPL locations, including Kolkata, Joda & Vijay-II.

Founder’s Day Celebrations

As the nation fondly remembered the Founder on his birth 
anniversary, it was a proud day for TSLPL when a bronze bust of 
Jamsetji Nusserwanji Tata was unveiled at Gamharia. Mr. Ashish 
Anupam, our Managing Director, was joined by Mr. BK Dinda, 
President (Tata Kaamgar Union), senior members of management, 
executives, officers and other guests in the formal unveiling 
ceremony amidst approbation from all present during the event. 

Unveiling of JN Tata Bust 
at Gamharia

New Year, New Beginnings 

Republic Day Celebrations

The new year was celebrated with a cake cutting ceremony at the Gamharia plant on the 3rd of January.  
Mr. Ashish Anupam, our Managing Director cut a cake in presence of Mr. D. Mazumdar, Sr. GM (Operation & 
Maintenance - Steel), Mr. Mukesh Agarwal (CPO),  Mr.  BK Dinda, President (Tata Kaamgar Union) and other 
senior executives along with select union members. The event was conducted under strict adherence to COVID 
protocols following administration directive. It was followed by the inauguration of a newly constructed Rest 

Room for Company 
Drivers. Mr. Debasish 
Mazumdar, Mr. Mukesh 
Agarwal & Mr. BK Dinda and other union members helmed the 
launch.

At Joda, Mr. RK Manchanda, Sr. Divisional Head, Maintenance, 
cut the new year cake with senior members of  management, 
executives, union members and guests. 

The Company joined the entire nation in proud celebrations on Republic Day, 26th January 2022. Formal 
flag hoisting ceremony was organized at Gamharia, Joda & Vijay-II. The Tricolor was proudly unfurled in 
the presence of Company employees, family members and guests, who joined the celebration with a 
great feeling of patriotism and in deep respect of the Constitution of India.

The event was graced by TSLPL senior management at all locations, including Mr. Vilas Gaikwad, Senior 
General Manager (SHE & Sustainability) & Mr. Debasish Mazumdar, Sr. GM (Operation & Maintenance 
- Steel) at Gamharia, Mr. Manikanta Naik, Sr. GM (Operation & Maintenance) at Joda, Mr. Debashish 
Mukherjee, Sr. Divisional Head (Mines) & Mr. Rahul Kishore, Sr. Divisional Head (Mining) at Vijay-II Mines.

Inauguration of J N Tata’s bust  
at TSLPL Gamharia unit 

Founder’s Day Celebrations at TSLPL
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In an effort to curb road accidents and make lives safer on the roads, Road Safety Month was observed 
during the month of Jan-Feb 2022. Several initiatives to raise awareness towards Road Safety were 
conducted, some of which were as follows:

n	 Positive reinforcement on road for pedestrians at various locations by AIC & focus on “No talking on 
mobile” rule while driving, use of zebra crossing, use of fluorescent jackets, etc

n	 Road Safety Quiz Competition among the Company & Contractor Employees
n	 Interactive session for HV Drivers & Mobile Crane Operators with Sectional Head/HOD/DSO 
n	 Hazard identification to improve road conditions (logging complaints on Ensafe System) 
n	 Heavy Vehicle Check at doorstep - Inspection of heavy vehicles by Central Safety along with DSO. Unfit vehicles to be stopped until rectification
n	 On-spot Road Safety Quiz and recognition of Contractor Employees

n	 Poster & Slogan Competition

On the same lines, TSLPL observed the 51st National Safety Week to raise awareness levels among all employees. Some key activities conducted 
during the event were:

n		Safety Awareness Walkathon, Safety Flag Hoisting & Safety Oath
n		Poster, Safety Talk, Slogan Competitions
n		Inter-departmental Safety Quiz Competition
n		Safety Quiz for Female Employees
n		SOP / HIRA / IMS Procedure Competition
n		Safety Spot Quiz in Departments

n		Best DIC / AIC (For FY22 ABP Compliance)

At its core, TPM is about improving equipment reliability through taking ownership and pride in its upkeep. Done correctly, TPM can have 
measurable, lasting results such as improved quality output, improved manufacturing maintenance regime, reduced changeover, and a 
proactive culture that “Takes Pride in its Machinery”. The TPM approach encourages employees to take ownership of their machinery, which in 
turn increases production uptime.

The TPM model is made up of a 5S foundation, ensuring all workspaces are sorted, ordered, clean, and standardised at all times, and 8 
supporting activities, all of which result in a safer workplace. In addition, workplace incidents that occur due to disorderliness are reduced.

Through the TPM activity, we are committed to achieve ZERO Breakdown, Accident and Defect.

In pursuit of the same, in December 2020, after relaunching TPM activity under support from Tata Steel management, we started Jishu Hozen 
activity in 100% equipment of all departments covering all manpower. 

A roadmap was finalized and 8 pillars of TPM were activated. CII consultant, Mr. Abdul 
Wadood was hired to challenge JIPM TPM Excellence Award in December 2023.

To achieve ZERO BAD condition in the organization, the following steps have been planned/
implemented: 
n	 5S & VWM assessment audit to find gaps and achieve goals of a clean and organized 

shopfloor, and to reduce Slip, Trip & Fall incidents.
n			Bin Management System with 109 specially designed steel bins and mechanised loader 

vehicle system to evacuate all 7 types of waste of shop floor to improve 5S & VWM condition.
n			A monthly, theme-based Kaizen competition.
n			Group activities.
n			Initiate suggestion scheme and reward policy to boost morale of workforce, scheme aligned 

with Joda plant suggestion scheme model.
n			TPM Logo & Slogan Competition organized.
n			TPM Guide Booklet to increase awareness.
n			TPM Policy, Vision & Mission has been established along with TPM Logo and Slogan.
n			Template for Data Recording and Review Meeting prepared by respective TPM Pillar Heads and Central TQM Team.
n			5S training of 100% workmen initiated.

Safeguarding Lives

 TPM Rejuvenation & Zero Bad 
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Digitalization taking prime focus in the Company’s excellence journey, the S&BE team transformed the bi-weekly War Room 
meetings into Tableau Platform. A first of its kind, the review document in digitized format enables smooth conducting of group 
discussions as reports are flashed from the system. The project fulfils two objectives: 

n	 Adapting to the digital change to drive a data driven 
culture by incorporating the latest digital tools & 
technologies to transform & streamline the business 
processes, thereby contributing at large to benefit the 
organization.

n	 Transition towards a more agile & innovative 
organization, enabling faster decision making by 
eliminating mundane manual processes, enhancing 
cross functional interactions, generating innovative 
ideas utilizing latest digital tools & technologies, 
thereby delivering quick results at individual level.

Phase-1 of the project has been completed with a web application created for users to upload data, as the dashboards are 
developed on the Tableau. Authorized users can view the dashboard on their device of convenience. In future, the system will be 
integrated with SAP post setup of S4 Hana by the IT team, facilitating automatic updation of KPIs from the ERP system. 

Celebrating Operational Efficiencies

Dominating the Digital Domain

Gamharia Operations 
 Achieved Highest Production at Coke Oven – 34002 T after 
takeover (Previous best was 33825 T in Dec’20).

 Achieved Highest Ever Annual Production at Bloom Mill – 
249696 T (Previous best was 223986 T in FY17).

 Achieved Highest Ever Annual Production at WRM –  
325296 T (Previous best was 325071 T in FY17).

 Achieved Highest Ever Annual Production at Bar Mill –  
93739 T (Previous best was 91153 T in FY18).

 Achieved Highest Annual Production at SMS –  
684040 T after takeover (Previous best was 648094 T in FY21).

 Achieved Highest Annual Production at Coke Oven –  
366696 T after takeover (Previous best was 343476 T in FY21).

 Achieved Lowest Ever Yearly PHCC Blend – 33.37%  
(Previous best was 37.93% in FY21).

 Achieved Highest Ever Yearly Coke Yield – 66.39%  
(Previous best was 65.68% in FY21).

 Achieved Lowest Ever Overall Rejection – 0.68%  
(Previous best was 0.76% FY21).

 Achieved Lowest Ever Annual Rejection at SMS – 0.43% 
(Previous best was 0.56% FY21).

 Achieved Lowest Ever Customer Complaint – 78 PPM  
(Previous best was 243 PPM FY21).

Joda Operations
The DRI Joda unit created new milestones by producing 450357 MT 
DRI in FY22- the highest ever annual DRI production since inception.
Other achievements include:

 Highest Ever Yearly Production of 450357 MT  
(Previous best was 436045 in FY19).

 Highest Ever Yearly Production Kiln-1 of 142831 MT  
(Previous best was 138717 in FY19).

 Highest Ever Yearly Production Kiln-2 of 138760 MT  
(Previous best was 138709 in the FY20).

 Highest Ever Capacity Utilization of 115.47%  
(Previous best 111.8% in FY19).

 Highest Ever-Power Generation in FY22 i.e., 200.186 MU 
(Previous best was 199.77 MU in FY19).

 Highest Ever Power Export i.e., 143.73 MU in FY22  
(Previous highest was on FY18 i.e., 143.63 MU).

 Lowest Ever Sp. Coal Consumption of 0.907  
(Previous best was 0.913 in FY19).

 TPM 2.0 Kick-off on Dec’21.

 Best Ever OEE of 99.39%  
(Previous was 95.9 % in FY19).

Many of  TSLPL operations & support services have recorded highest-ever efficiency numbers in its annals which validate the Company’s consistent endeavor 
in improving a score of operational and management efficiency programs. Some of these are:
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2022 has been a year of challenges and 
achievements. By July 2021, when things started 
to improve, we reshaped strategies through 
industry-first initiatives and class leading 
engagements. 

Best Ever Sales of 66KT in Rolled Products in Mar’22, that superceded previous best ever sales of 61KT in Aug’21, 
alongside lowest ever inventories and lowest ever high age [(>60days) FG (below 100MT) including plant & yard].

As an industry-first initiative, introduced a digitalized process of Customer Feedback Handling & Digital Test 
Certificate setting strong benchmarks in customer servicing and ensuring tamper proof Test Certificates.

Since inception of the Gamarhia facility, straight length bars were exported to Europe (Spain) and repeat orders were 
received from customers on the basis of quality performance and service – for the first time ever. 

Successfully developed and produced PCK300 grade for high end PC strands for wire drawing at Wires Division, 
strengthening “Atmanirbharta” mission of GOI. This has a volume potential of 3 KTPA.

Successfully developed special LC material with high nickel “ER80SG” & “EB2R” for critical welding applications.

To improve foothold in non-auto segment, mitigate short time turbulences, received approval from CNH Industrial 
(Case New Holland), key OEM in Lifting & Excavation, and Agriculture segment.

Received approval from DANA Off-Highway for supplies of hot rolled bars to forging & machined component. With 
DANA’s entry into electric vehicle segment as a sub assemble supplier, it becomes TSLPL’s key customers.

In line to be a preferred supplier for Tier-1 and OEMs, launched VAVE initiative on 18th Feb’22. With a target to 
strengthen position in CV segment, the first VAVE initiative is being considered with Tata Motors Ltd. to reduce weight 
of driveline system by 5%. This will lead to cost savings in vehicle and improve fuel efficiency.

Achieved highest ratings from high end customers like Bekaert (86%), Sterling Tools (96%) & MM Forgings (100%). 
Received Certificate of Appreciation from Talbros, Western India Forge for concentrated efforts on QCDDM.

Gaining Momentum

In yet another process improvement, with the use of the idle capacity of Precon furnace 
available in Gamharia plant, there has been a sharp reduction in the cycle time of 
annealing which was earlier being done through Ebner furnace only. This has helped in 
the increase in capacity for production of spheroidized steel from 390T to 588T, besides 
improving the capacity utilisation of Precon furnace. 

Improved Spheroidizing Annealing 
Capacity through Split Annealing Technique 
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In line with the country’s mission towards clean India under “Swachh Bharat” with added focus on 
personal safety, the Company launched the Bin Management System with the idea of “Waste to 
Value”, while creating an STF (Slip, Trip, Fall) free workplace.

Bin Management System is driven by the idea of deriving value through efficient use of technology, 
initiated under Total Productive Maintenance or TPM - a proven manufacturing strategy employed 
globally for achieving organizational objectives. Proper execution of TPM calls for implementing 5S 
as the most important principle that must be established prior to implementing TPM.

In response to the identified problems in respect of 5S management, specifically the accumulation of scrap materials on the shop floor, a plan of 
action was implemented. Special focus on organizing and managing the workspace by eliminating 7 Wastes, while improving quality and safety 
were devised. Specially designed steel bins were ordered, and 109 such bins have been distributed.

TQM developed a joint SOP between Security-IBMD-Departments to conduct an evacuation activity 
in compliance with safety protocols. The evacuation activity was flagged off from the Bloom Mill 
to the Central Scrapyard on 25th January 2022, in the presence of Mr. Debasish Mazumdar - Sr. 
General Manager (Operations), Dr.  T. Bhaskar - General Manager (Technology, QA, QC, NPD, & TQM), 
and officials from TQM, Bloom Mill & IBMD. The bins have been evacuated through a Dumper Placer. 
Requirements for more are in line.

At TSLPL, training has always been a prominent function in people development. However, a need was felt to upgrade outdated methods to 
capture key process data, eg. identification & compilation of TNI, training calendar, coordination between training coordinators, attendance 
tracking etc. The traditional method required manual record keeping through MS Excel & other tools. In a process to eliminate human error in all 
the above processes, a Learning Management System was recently introduced in the Company with several benefits, some of which are:

TSLPL launched Tata Innovista program on January 2022. A total of 16 entries have 
been logged under 5 identified categories for the year. A cross functional jury has 
been constituted to evaluate these projects. Post presentation at jury level, 10 of 
these projects have been further qualified to Tata Group level Innovista, and the 
results are awaited. The senior leadership has appreciated the participants’ efforts 
and they are to be rewarded & recognized.

Implementation of Bin Management System

Learning Management System

Tata Innovista

Skill Evaluation 
Skill Evaluation, Skill Matrix, 

Skill Gap Analysis and 
Training Effectiveness will 
be done in a methodical 
manner, in an automated 

mode accurately.

Planning 
Automatic Generation 
and Compilation of TNI 
Execution – Automatic 
Scheduling of Training 

Calendar, Mail 
Generation and sending 

Training Reminders.

Attendance 
Generation  

Automatic 
Generation of 

Attendance Report.

Record 
Management  

Availability of Employees 
Master List for all locations 

will be available on 
software with all the 

necessary details required 
for Training (Employee 

Details, Training Details & 
Faculty Details).

Report 
Generation 

Automatic Generation 
of all types of Reports 

related to training.
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An ethical dilemma is a situation in which one must choose between two 
or more alternatives. An employee may find himself/ herself in a difficult 
situation because he/she often needs to make a choice between ethical 
and unethical alternatives, and when it comes to the ethical alternatives, 
he/she should choose the best one in accordance with the Company’s rules.

For example: Mr. AKZ along with his family is out for a vacation to Manali 
and on reaching Manali, he comes across Mr. KRY, the proprietor of a 
firm supplying materials to the Company where Mr. AKZ works as the 
Purchase Manager. Mr. KRY on meeting Mr. AKZ offers him and his family 
a comfortable accommodation, free of cost in a hotel where Mr. KRY is a 
partner. 

Though the offer by Mr. KRY is tempting, Mr. AKZ resists it as he remembers the Gift & Hospitality Policy prevalent in his Company.  On the other 
hand, Mr. KRY is a valued supplier of the Company and Mr. AKZ did not want Mr. KRY to feel humiliated by rejecting the offer. 

Mr. AKZ accepts to stay in the hotel but on the condition that he will pay the entire charges for his stay. 

Now, wasn’t that an ethical decision?  

Almost every aspect of business can become a possible ground for ethical dilemmas. It may include relationships with co-workers, management, 
clients, and business partners. An employee’s inability to determine the optimal solution to such dilemmas may result in serious consequences, 
both for them as well as for the organisation.

Golden Principle: Disclose, when in doubt. Contact the Ethics Committee in case of dilemma.  

POSH (Prevention of Sexual Harassment) at work is an integral part 
of the work culture in the Company. Detailed provisions of the POSH 
policy provide clear guidelines on employee conduct, enabling 
systematic elimination of undesired behavior at workplace. With the 
intention to gauge the effectiveness of POSH deployment across 
the organization, a feedback session titled POSH Talk was recently 
conducted. Responses received in form of video messages reflect the 
improved confidence of our women employees who praised Company’s 
initiative in providing a safe and harassment free workplace. 

In Company’s efforts to raise awareness about sexual harassment at workplace, a Nukkad Natak (street play) was recently 
organized in the premises of Gamharia plant. The interesting event, enacted by a group of talented artists, drew the audience’s 
focus on the burning issue on why sexual harassment should find no place at any workplace. 

Choosing the Right

POSH

Nukkad Natak 
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Vijay-II Mines at Barajamda has been in the news for meeting its annual mining target well before the completion of the year. Besides, it also 
organised and participated in a host of activities during the last quarter, some of which are mentioned hereunder:

Vijay-II joined the Nation during Republic Day Celebrations on 26th January 
2022. Mr. Rahul Kishore, Agent-Mines & Sr. Div. Head (Mines), graced the 
occasion as the Chief Guest along with Mr. Debashish Mukherjee, Mines 
Manager & Sr. Div. Head (Mines), executives, officers & others. The Tricolor 
was hoisted by the Chief Guest while a contingent of security guards & 
audience presented the Salute of Honour to the National Flag. 

The Road Safety Month 
was observed from 18th 
January to 17th February 
2022 at Vijay-II Iron Ore 
Mines. Mr. Debashish 
Mukherjee, Mines Manager 
& Sr. Div. Head (Mines) emphasized on imbibing safety in 
our daily pursuit to eliminate unsafe incidents, both on & off 
the duty. Several interactive activities were organized during 

the event including 
awareness sessions 
with Drivers on Road 
Safety & Traffic Rules, 
Poster Competition 

& Quiz Session. Winners of various competitions were 
recognized during the prize distribution ceremony. 

Every year during 4th to 11th March, India celebrates National Safety Week. 
On its 51st year in 2022, many events were organized at Vijay-II Mines, which 
included hoisting of the Safety Flag & Safety Oath taking Ceremony to maintain 
a safe and healthy environment, a Campaign & Rally. Awareness sessions with 
Drivers were also conducted. Through various messages and addresses, it was 
emphasized that the development of a proactive attitude towards safety, as 
well as methods for identifying workplace dangers and reducing accidents 
and exposure to hazardous circumstances and substances, was critical to every 
employee’s job satisfaction.

On 18th February 2022, a 
Tata 407 Gold was provided 
to the Saranda Forest 
Division, at Chaibasa, in 
the presence of Mr. Rahul 
Kishore, Agent-Mines & Sr. 
Div. Head (Mines).  
Mr. CM Sinha, DFO-Saranda 
was the Chief Guest during this handing over ceremony. 
Under the Site-Specific Wildlife Conservation Plan, a QRT 
Team (Wild Animal Rescue Team) has been formed and the 
vehicle will be utilized to rescue wounded animals. The 
vehicle is fully furnished with rescue equipment and the 
entire operational cost will be borne by TSLPL.

In line with the Company’s core belief on conservation of minerals & natural 
resources, the 28th Mines Environment & Mineral Conservation Week was 
organized at Vijay-II Mines on 31st 
March 2022. Mr. Ajay Kr Pandey, 
Convenor, GM (Mines), Hindalco, was 
the Chief Guest for the event which 
also witnessed the presence of other 
esteemed guests including Mr. Girija 
Sankar Pati, Sr. Manager (Mining), 
Tata Steel, Mr. Bipin Kumar, Sr. Manager (Mining) SAIL, Mr. Arindam Ghosh, 

Manager Exploration, HCL and  
Mr. Awdhesh Kumar, Sr. Manager 
(Survey) SAIL. Activities included 
inspection of the Mines, Drawing & 
Painting Competitions, Plantation 
Drive & launch of a CSR initiative.

Mining Milestones  

Republic Day Celebrations 
at Vijay-II Mines 

Road Safety Month at 
Vijay-II Mines 

51st National Safety Week 

Provision of Vehicle to 
Saranda Forest Division

28th Mines Environment & Mineral 
Conservation Week 
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“Long Connect” , the Company’s intranet portal, has been a key platform for exchange of common business information, featuring corporate 
applications, news & events, important notifications & other features, and makes for an interesting visit for the employees. The revamped 
portal was recently inaugurated by the Managing Director, during the MD Connect who encouraged all the employees to make the best use 
of this information channel and come up with suggestions to improve it even further. The improved portal features several new additions like: 

n	 Minimalistic, modern theme & responsive layout
n	 Fast navigation with icon-based UI
n	 Animated sliders on latest events & employee affairs
n	 Access to latest corporate publications with archive
n	 Dedicated microsites on Wellness & CSR

n	 Advanced security features

n	 Landing page with spotlight events
n	 Standard sections in line with segment
n	 SEO based design optimization
n	 Rich content with audio, visuals & graphic 

elements
n	 Information categorized into easily navigable 

structure
n	 Advanced security features

In Company’s efforts to nurture young meritorious talents, the 2nd TSLPL Scholar Award was 
recently organized. Young scholars & achievers in various disciplines joined the virtual award 
program. The program recognizes eligible children displaying spectacular performance in 
academics & extra-curricular activities at state and national level through regular curriculum 
& participation in various events.  The award show started with a message from the top 
management congratulating the winners on their achievements. The proud parents, who were 
invited to join their children in the felicitation ceremony, expressed their appreciation on the 
Company’s efforts to nurture talented children. Awards included medals, signed certificates & 
cash prizes. 

The Company website was recently relaunched by the Managing Director during the MD Connect who complimented the Corp Com team for 
the refreshed look and additional features in the site. The website has been entirely reconstructed with new content, graphics, and media, and 
more adequately reflects on the business and activities. Some of key features included are: 

TSLPL Scholar Award 2022 

Intranet Relaunch - Long Connect v2.0

Website Relaunch 

https://www.tatasteellp.com/

https://intranet.tatasteellp.net/
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Get Quizzical! An entertaining evening was planned as 
a part of the employee engagement program - Adda 
Unplugged. An exciting quiz contest based on the 
theme - “Best things that happened in 2021” formed part 
of the fun filled program. The participants had a great 
time and wished for more such evenings ahead.

Leadership Effectiveness 
Assessment & Development
Individual Development Plan discussions to help employees 
bridge gaps and perform par excellence levels were completed 
for 25 participants. Goal setting is also in progress and is being 
monitored with periodical reviews. Individual Development 
Plan discussions for 25 more participants have been initiated 
with consulting partners in March 2022.

Leave Bank Policy 
In yet another service to assist distressed employees going on 
leave without pay, on account of prolonged medical treatment 
or other genuine reasons, the Leave Bank Policy was launched 
on 1st January 2022 for all permanent employees across all 
locations, who are unable to attend to their duties due to major/ 
extended sickness and have exhausted all leaves to their credit. 

Flexi System
The Flexi Compensation System 
was launched recently to enable 
officers design a part of their 
compensation within the defined 
framework, to optimize their 
take-home salary that best suits 
their requirements. The system 
has been very well accepted 
by the majority of officers who 
opted to alter the available 
remuneration components to 
optimise their “take home” salary.

Performance Management System 
An interactive session on PMS End Year appraisal was conducted by 
the Corporate HR for understanding the nuances involved in the actual 
process. All queries related to various process related matters were 
clarified to the satisfaction of questioners. The End Year Review has 
been successfully completed for all the officers. Talent Reviews were 
completed for all talent pools and closed within the planned timelines. 

Where People 
Matter 

People and Prospects 

Promoting Progressive 
Performances

Learn. Leverage. Lead. 

Snippets of the online event
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Annual Sports for Women, Joda
After a period of almost two years, with the decline in 
Covid cases, the ladies of TSLPL, Joda desired to bond over 
some outdoor fun & frolic. In acknowledgment, a Ladies 
Sports event was organized on 5th March 2022 at the Joda 
Township Playground. The event started with the National Anthem and a superb dance performance. It was followed by 10 sporting events, 
where all the ladies participated wholeheartedly. Besides joy and laughter, many ladies returned home with exciting prizes.

A free employee health checkup was recently organized at 
Joda. The event was conducted by Medical & Health Services 
with support from other departments. The standard health 
checkup included testing of vital body systems, vision, signs of 
occupational health issues & general fitness of the employees.

E-4 Training  
Program
The E-4 Training Program on Yield 
Improvement in WRM was conducted 
from 28th February 2022 to 4th March 
2022 by Mr. Goutam Mukherjee of 
TSL. 23 employees of WRM attended 
the Training Program which mainly 
dealt with issues of WRM and solutions 
thereon.

Awareness 
Session
A Session on Basics of Bag 
Filter and Electrostatic 
Precipitator (ESP) 
Performance was conducted 
for TSLPL employees on  
24th February 2022. 
115 employees participated.

Sports & Synergy 

External  
Training
The Statistical Process Control in 
Business by the Indian Statistical 
Institute program was organized 
on 2nd February 2022 by JMA 
which witnessed 20 participants, 
comprising TSLPL managers and 
senior officers. 

Developing Competencies 

Continuing with the tradition, the Annual Picnic was organized 
at Joda on 2nd March 2022. Amidst the pleasant spring breeze 
and the picturesque Swan Lake in the foreground, the event was 
attended by all employees, who relished the multi cuisine food in 
the company of their fellow colleagues. 

Annual Picnic - Joda

Annual Health  
Checkup at Joda 

Business 
Simulation Games
Virtual Business Simulation 
games were organized by 
 JMA on 25th January 2022.  
11 officers from TSLPL 
participated in this interactive 
program.
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RISE is an initiative for women professionals, Persons with Disability & Transgender candidates on 
a career break or otherwise to resume their professional careers, discontinued due to personal 
exigencies or those who were unable to start their careers. The objective is to create a talent pool 
of diverse and competent professionals to facilitate and strengthen equal opportunities, non-
discrimination, diversity, and inclusion of human capital. Different positions under this policy have 
been advertised and overwhelming responses have been received. 

Breaking Biases. Building Bridges. 
International Women’s Day was celebrated across all TSLPL locations. This year, the 
day witnessed inspirational messages from Mrs. Atrayee Sarkar, VP - HRM, Tata Steel, 
Mrs. Meena Lal, Chief Legal -Tata Steel Ltd & Non-Executive Director- TSLPL, Mrs. 
Jaya Sharan, First Lady of TSLPL, Mr. Mukesh Agarwal, Chief People Officer & Chief 
Diversity Officer, and Mrs. Jyoti Pandey, Life Skill Trainer. Participants noted that the 
Indian women continue to face complex and difficult problems every day, but amidst 
adversities, they have still achieved their goals.  And through their achievements, they 
have left a message to the decision makers that empowering half the population of a 
country yields better results. 

The programs were organized by Mr. Sudipto Lahiri, Sr. Divl. Head (HR & IR-Steel & 
Mines) and was ably assisted by others from HR and CS & C Departments. 

Wellness & Wellbeing
A session was conducted on 16th February 2022 
by the Fitterfly team on Weight Management 
and employees who have lost weight were 
encouraged and appreciated. They also shared 
their journey and experiences towards reducing 
their weight.

The WIN Policy is an initiative under TSLPL’s Diversity & Inclusion umbrella. Its objectives are to -

n	 Make the workplace more inclusive and equitable by supporting 
women employees’ growth and development. 

n	 Enable female officers to seek professional direction, realize new 
opportunities for advancement, and make greater commitment to their  
careers and the organization. 

n	 Develop, retain, engage and create a competent talent pool of women 
employees and build a strong pipeline for women in leadership roles.

Assigned Mentors will be guiding, supporting, and developing an Individual Development Plan to help the female employees i.e., the 
Mentees to achieve their professional & personal goals. 

Currently, 16 Mentors & 17 Mentees have been identified. Training 
will be provided to both parties by a reputed personality. The 
pairing will be of a 1-year duration wherein monthly structured 
interactions will be conducted. Apart from this, two group level 
gatherings and a program learning feedback from the Mentees 
will be noted by the senior leadership team. Monitoring the 
overall functioning will be a robust feedback mechanism.

On 25th March 2022, the WIN program was initiated with a day-long training session conducted by experts from Tata Steel Management 
Development Centre (TMDC) - Mr. Arvind Raikar and Mr. Satish Bala. The Chief Guest, Mr. Mukesh Agrawal - Chief People Officer & Chief 
Diversity Officer, TSLPL and Mr. Debashish Mazumdar - Sr. General Manager (O & M – Steel) shared their thoughts on the Mentoring process. 
Ms. Puja Kumari (Convenor- Diversity & Inclusion) planned and organized the program along with the D&I and CS&C Team.

Encourage. Empower. Enhance. 

WIN - Women Interactive eNgagement

Launch of the WIN Program on 25th March 2022

The WIN session in progress 

International Women’s Day Celebrations at TSLPL 
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A study by Deloitte in 2017 indicated that creating a 
culture of volunteerism in the workplace may boost 
morale, workplace atmosphere and brand perception. 
One of the ways employees felt a greater sense 
of meaning at work was through volunteering 
and community activities – something where 
an employer provides its employees a stronger 
sense of purpose.   

Employee volunteering has always been at the 
core of Tata Group’s volunteering philosophies.  
With every passing year, it has only become 
stronger and better in popularity and reach.  To 
enable our employees & their family members to 
participate in TVW#17, which was organised during 
March, and volunteer their time, efforts and skills, 
several opportunities were created by the CSR team 
and facilitations provided to evince the interests of the 
volunteers.  Employees, family members and others 
enthusiastically participated in various programs & 
activities, demonstrating their deeper connect with the 
society. 

From Compassion  
to Action
Tata Volunteering Week #17

International Transgender Day 
of Visibility
The Company in its journey 
towards reinforcing Diversity 
& Inclusion at workplace 
observed 31st of March as 
International Transgender 
Day of Visibility. In a bid to 
create awareness about the 
community and acknowledge 
their position in society, 
emailers, SMS, banners, 
and hoardings were shared. 
Stories of iconic achievers 
from the transgender 
community were also shared 
with the employees.

LGBTQ  
History Month 
In the Company’s journey towards inculcating Diversity 
& Inclusion at workplace, and to promote people’s 
perception towards the community and better 
representation in society, 
February was observed 
as LGBTQ History Month. 
Communication through 
regular emailers, SMS, 
banners, and hoardings 
were shared. 
Inspirational stories 
of renowned 
achievers from the 
LGBTQ community 
were also circulated 
among all employees.
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At Pace with Compuage
Studying is no more monotonous because the same concepts 
can be visualized and taught easily. This concept of e-learning 
has not only made education fun but also increased retention 
due to the visual aspect. 

While many children 
have adapted to this new 
pace, there are schools 
that cannot afford 
to provide the same 
standard of education 
to their students due 
to lack of funds, as was 
observed by the CSR team, especially in the village schools. The 
Company has taken a call to make some humble contribution 
towards promoting computer education. Recently, 3 desktops 
and a printer were donated to Saraswati Shishu Vidya Mandir, 
Joda by Mr. Sanjay Kumar Shrivastav, Jt. Chief Financial Officer, 
who visited the school and also interacted with the staff and 
students.  

Inspiring Digital Change 
Under the Company’s 
assurance to provide support 
and assistance to a group of 
Super-30 girls, 3 of them were 
provided with laptops and 
books at Joda.

Instilling Science in 
Young Minds 
The need for a science laboratory for hands-on learning with
experiments and exploring the concepts was felt across schools
in the hinterland, due to the lack of adequate lab facilities.
During a study of the needs in
schools, the urgency was felt for
mentoring students to enhance
their knowledge of science.
Sensing this, the Company has
now embarked on its journey on
promotion and popularization
of basic science. Recently, the
Company established science
laboratories in 2 high schools –
at Joda and Gamharia. The labs
are equipped with 80 necessary
equipment and models for
hands-on practice on scientific
topics, for Classes 7 to 10. The
labs include equipment on
Physics, Chemistry, Biology and
Mathematics models and demonstration kits, depicting various
scientific concepts and equipment for diverse projects. The lab
at Gamharia was virtually inaugurated by Mr. Ashish Anupam,
our Managing Director, while at Joda, Mr. Sanjay Kumar
Shrivastav, Jt. Chief Financial Officer, visited the school and
inaugurated the same.

A total of 25 mushroom cultivation 
sheds have been constructed and 
assistance provided for production 
of mushrooms. Many sheds have 
already started selling mushrooms.

A batch of 25 youths underwent 
training on scaffolding at SNTI,  
JSR and most of them, post training, 
have been placed in different 
organizations.

Exhibiting “Responsibility”
TSLPL has meticulously worked towards bringing about a social transformation in its surrounding villages, 
which is now pervasive in the 3 locations where the Company’s CSR presence has been cemented in various 
areas that include education, health & hygiene, and livelihood programs. Implementation of the programs 
has always been collaborative for the beneficiary to take forward the scheme with a sense of ownership.  

The activities below were some of the key interventions that were carried out in Joda, Gamharia & Vijay-II,
during January to March‘22.

n	 Provision of milky cross breed cows
n	 Distribution of 3 sets of computers and printers
n	 Infrastructural support in 2 primary schools and toilet units
n	 Help extended to construct 59 toilets at Vijay-II
n	 Digging of borewell with solar system for drinking water

n	 Cataract camps at different locations
n	 Establishment of stitching centres
n	 Development of nursery at Vijay-II 
n	 Installation of 20 street solar lights 

at Vijay-II 

Mushroom  
Cultivation

Job oriented training to  
rural youth at SNTI, Jamshedpur

Touching Lives - the CSR Way 
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Our Managing Director, Mr. Ashish Anupam inaugurated the 
guest house, the ‘Long House’ at Sai Mandir CH Area. This 
refurbished guest house has six rooms and has been very 
aesthetically furnished with every amenity, to provide a home-
away-from-home ambience and facility to the guests. A virtual 
inauguration of Meghdoot Transit Flats was also conducted by 
our Managing Director. 

On its road towards digitalization, IBMD launched the 
GPS based Vehicle Tracking System for customer vehicles. 
The flag off ceremony was graced by Mr. Abhijit Avinash 
Nanoti, Mr. Debasish Mazumdar, Mr. Vilas N. Gaikwad & 
Mr. CM Verma. The GPS tracking will help monitor the 
speed violations & route deviation inside Works and 
enable the team to take corrective actions accordingly. 

An Access Control System through a Face Recognition System (FRS) was 

launched at TSLPL, Gamharia. It was inaugurated by our MD - Mr. Ashish 

Anupam. Others present during this occasion were CPO - Mr. Mukesh Agarwal, 

CSO - Mr. PS Jha, Head - IT - Mrs. S. Chakravorty, along with other officers and 

employees.

A Visitors’ Room was inaugurated at Gamharia 
plant on 30th March 2022. The newly constructed 
facility comes with the latest amenities to provide 
a comfortable stay for visitors. It was jointly 
inaugurated by Mr. Debasish Mazumdar, Mr. CM 
Verma & Mr. Rajkumar with other union members 
during a formal ceremony. 

Inauguration of Long 
House and Meghdoot 
Transit Flats

GPS Vehicle  
Tracking System 

Inauguration of Access 
Control through Face 
Recognition System 

Inauguration of 
Visitors’ Room

Inauguration of Vehicle Tracking System

Long House & Meghdoot Transit Flats’ inauguration

Access Control System inaugurated at Gamharia plant Inauguration of Visitors’ Room at Gamharia
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Gallery
Workshop on Long-term Strategies related to Carbon Emission Abatement Project

Cricket League at Joda

Strength, Spirit & Symphony - TSLPL Day Celebrations 

Townhall Meeting by MD at Joda  

Steelers
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Winter Sports at Gamharia


